PRE FILTER

Model : GL-PF

Introduction

Pre Filter are widely used in air conditioning, Air Handling units,
Pharmaceutical, Clean room, semi-conductor, Biotechnology,
photo ﬁlm, optical, precision mechanical, critical O.T, defense
etc as Pre ﬁlter ﬁlters. These ﬁlters are resistant to
chemicals, acids and organic solvents.

Rating and Construction:

Filtration grade
:
Filtration Capacity
:
Max. Working Temperature :
Eurovent Efﬁciency
:
Efﬁciency
:
Frame
:
Filtration Medium
:
Porosity
:
Construction
:

Pre-Filter.
0-0.25 micron.
120˚ C
EU2 to EU4.
60-90%
Stainless steel/Aluminium.
Syntanic Non Woven Washable Type.
5 micron.
Wire mesh.

Features:
Pre-ﬁlters can also be vacuumed, washed, replaced that helps to prolong life span of
air cleaning unit.
Providing for efﬁcient, cost saving unit.
Work as ﬁrst step in ﬁltration process.
Provide for latest technology support for exceptional performance.
Working as efﬁcient units with powerful blend of two ﬁlters.
Support capturing large particles which cannot be manufactured by main ﬁlter.
Support preventing debris getting into main ﬁlter.

PRE FILTER

Model : GL-PF

Pre-Filtration:G3 to G4/ Synthetic Pleated Filters.
Advantages
Diagonal stiffner stuck to media to keep the
spacing of folds, protect and maintain the ﬁlter.
Fully supported media bonded onto a wire
support grid.
Rounded pleats for a maximum capacity of dust
retention and facilitate airﬂow through the media.
Replaceable ﬁlter media.

Features
Application: Primary ﬁlter for air conditioning systems.
Type: Pleated Panel
Frame: Aluminium
Media: Synthetic
Dimensions: Filter front dimensions according En15805
Rec. ﬁnal pressure drop acc. EN13053:150 Pa
Maximum airﬂow: 1, 25 x nominal ﬂow
Temperature max: 90ºC
RH.Max:100%
Mounting / Frames: Front and side access housings
and frames are available.

Pre-Filtration:G3 to G4/ Metal Panels
Advantages
Filter cells are made from aluminium,
galvanised or stainless steel wire woven into a
special pattern.
Pre ﬁlter suitable for cleanable dust, sand, ﬂour,
paint, oil.
Grease and oil ﬁlter with very high
separation efﬁciency.
Can be made in all customised sizes.
Can be cleaned in dish washer or pressure
washer.
Very large cooling surface without excessive air
resistance.

Features
Application:Metal ﬁlter for grease or oil mist separation.
Pre ﬁlter for thick particles.
Type: Metal Panel
Frame: Metal
Media: Galvanised steel, Stainless steel, Aluminium
Type:G2 Metal ﬁlter and high oil separation efﬁciency
Frame: Aluminium
Media: Woven metal wire mesh. Can be made in
aluminium, galvanized, stainless steel or acid stainless
steel material.
Grating: Aluminium, Hot-dip galvanized expanded metal
net or stainless steel grid.

HEPA FILTER

Model : GL-AL-HF

Introduction
Engineered to perfection, our comprehensive range of Hepa Filter
is capable in meeting the requirement of very ﬁne ﬁltration up to
0.3 micron at high efﬁciency of 99.99 %. Designed and developed
using advanced production techniques, the range features new
attributes of easy maintenance by using spun bonded polyester
media which is cleanable in nature. Moreover, or better dust.
High air purity is an essential requirement for sensitive controlled
technical processes. Clean rooms are used as they ensure a
low-particle or, when necessary, a low germ environment. Hepa
ﬁlters are used to achieve the required ﬁltration class as set by
WHO & CGMP.

Rating and Construction:
Filtration grade
:
Filtration Capacity
:
Max. Working Temperature :
Eurovent Efﬁciency
:
Efﬁciency
:
Frame
:
Filtration Medium
:

Hepa Filter.
0.25-0.5 micron.
120˚ C
EU13 to EU14.
99%
Stainless steel/Aluminium/MS.
Spun Bonded Polyester, Propylene.

Advantages
Microbial inert components acc. to ISO 846.
Free of bisphenol -A, phthalate and
formaldehyde.
Chemically resistant to inactivation and cleaning
procedures.

Features
Application: HEPA ﬁlter for clean rooms and LAF
benches.
Type:Pleated Panel
Frame: Anodized aluminium
Gasket: Silicone Gel
Media: Glassﬁbre
Separator: Hot Melt
Sealant: Polyurethane
Grille, Upstream: Expanded metal painted (RAL9010)
Grille, Downstream: Expanded metal painted (RAL9010)
EN1822 (Efﬁciency @ MPPS):H14 (99,995%)
Rec. ﬁnal pressure drop: 2 x Initial pressure drop
Max. Final pressure drop: MD: 500Pa,MX: 600Pa,
MG: 800Pa
Maximum airﬂow : Nominal ﬂow rate (if not, efﬁciency
drops)
Temperature max:70ºC
RH. Max: 100%

EVAPORATIVE COOLER

Introduction

Model : GL-SC-EC

An evaporative cooler (also swamp cooler, desert cooler and wet air cooler) is a device that cools air
through the evaporation of water. Evaporative cooling differs from typical air conditioning systems, which
use vapour-compression or absorption refrigeration cycles. Evaporative cooling works by exploiting water's
large enthalpy of vaporization. The temperature of dry air can be dropped signiﬁcantly through the phase
transition of liquid water to water vapor (evaporation). This can cool air using much less energy than
refrigeration. In extremely dry climates, evaporative cooling of air has the added beneﬁt of conditioning the
air with more moisture for the comfort of building occupants.

The cooling potential for evaporative cooling is dependent on the wet-bulb depression, the difference
between dry-bulb temperature and wet-bulb temperature. In arid climates, evaporative cooling can reduce
energy consumption and total equipment for conditioning as an alternative to compressor-based cooling.
In climates not considered arid, indirect evaporative cooling can still take advantage of the evaporative
cooling process without increasing humidity. Passive evaporative cooling strategies offer the same
beneﬁts of mechanical evaporative cooling systems without the complexity of equipment and ductwork.

EVAPORATIVE COOLER

Model : GL-SC-EC

Dimensional Data and Construction.
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EVAPORATIVE COOLER

Model : GL-SC-EC
Cynor Air washer made in double skin cabinets/housings consist of:1. BaseThe total assembly is mounted on a horizontal member of heavy galvanised steel channel with
die cast Aluminium Corners for joining them together with lifting holes on all corners.
2. PanelsThe panels are ﬁxed to the rugged frame work made of aluminium section/GI section. The
cabinet is airtight using self adhesive tapes and gaskets.
3. Inspection Windows/DoorsThe panels are ﬁxed to the rugged frame work made of aluminium section/GI section. The
cabinet is airtight using self adhesive tapes and gaskets.
4. FiltersThe standard pre-ﬁlters are made of G.I/ Aluminium construction having efﬁciency 90% down to
70 micron. Depends on application the ﬁne ﬁlters of various efﬁciencies also can be provided.
5. Cellulose PadThe cellulose pads are designed for maximum saturation efﬁciencies.
6. Water TankThe water tank is made of mild steel (MS) or stainless steel (SS) with anti corrosive coating
(FRP/EPOXY) and are designed for easy access for periodic cleaning.
7. Pipe & Pipe fittingsThe Pipe and other ﬁttings like gate valve, Y-strainers, ﬂoat valve are of reputed make.
8. The Fan Motor & Drive setThe fan & motors are mounted on aluminium section/GI fabricated rails with provision of easy
belt tensioning. The complete assembly is mounted on spring/rubber vibration isolators for
smooth performance.
The fan is connected to the main casing, using ﬁre and moisture resistant ﬂexible canvas
connection, ensuring low operating noise and vibration. The Driver pulleys are taper bushed
duly balanced with proper sized ‘v’ belts.
Accessories
Intake Louvre with bird screen.
Fan outlet dampers.
Fine Filter.
The Safety switches and indicators.

EVAPORATIVE COOLER

Model : GL-SC-EC

Standard Construction:
Corner

:

PVC

Sheet Metal : 24 G,GI Pre-coated
sheet outside.
24 G,GI sheet inside.
Insulation

: Puf Insulation CFC Free.

Base

: 100 mm C Channel.

Tank

: MS/SS

Filter Frame : GI/Aluminium.
Vibration
Isolator
: Cushy Foot Mounting.
Fan

: Centrifugal Fan-forward
Curved/Backward Curved.

Cooling Media : Cellulose Pad.
Air Discharge : Horizontal/Vertical.

EVAPORATIVE COOLER

Model : GL-SC-EC

Technical Data:

Technical details of air washer with single blower
S.No. CAPACITY DIMENSION(mm) FAN SIZE
CFM
L
W
H
400
5000
1900 1500 1200
1.

STATIC PRESSURE
40 mm

RPM

BHP

HP

PUMP
RATING

792

2.29

3.0

0.25HP

2.

10000

2200 1500 1800

560

573

4.24

7.5

0.5 HP

3.

15000

2450 1800 2100

710

456

6.21

7.5

1.0 HP

4.

20000

2700 2400 2100

800

394

8.81

10

1.0 HP

5.

25000

2900 2550 2400

900

353

6.
7.

30000
35000

3000 3000 2400
3000 3000 2400

1000

8.

40000

3000 3300 2850

1.0 HP

318

10.99 12.5
13.02 15

1000

318

15.55

20

1.0 HP

1000

324

18.97

20

1.0 HP

1.0 HP

SPRAY TYPE SCRUBBER

Model : GL-SC-SP

Introduction

Spray type scrubber is based on the adsorption principle of using water droplets for removal of aerosol
and gaseous pollutants. It consists of chamber containing spray nozzles, a sump for collecting spray water
as it falls, water distribution and an eliminator section for removing entrained drops of water from the air with
its unique design of nozzle bank, it attains 95% scrubber efﬁciency.

Standard Construction:
Sheet Metal

:

24 G,GI Pre-coated
sheet outside.
24 G,GI sheet inside.

Corner

:

PVC

Insulation

:

Puf Insulation CFC Free.

Base

:

100 mm C Channel.

Tank

:

MS/SS

Filter Frame
Vibration
Isolator

:

GI/Aluminium.

:

Cushy Foot Mounting.

Fan

:

Centrifugal Fan-forward
Curved/Backward Curved.

Air Discharge

:

Horizontal/Vertical.

SPRAY TYPE SCRUBBER

Model : GL-SC-SP

Dimensional Data and Construction.
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SPRAY TYPE SCRUBBER

Model : GL-SC-SP

Air washer made in double skin cabinets/housings consist of:1. BaseThe total assembly is mounted on a horizontal member of heavy galvanised steel channel with
die cast Aluminium Corners for joining them together with lifting holes on all corners.
2. PanelsThe panels are ﬁxed to the rugged frame work made of aluminium section/GI section. The cabinet
is airtight using self adhesive tapes and gaskets.
3. Inspection Windows/DoorsThe panels are ﬁxed to the rugged frame work made of aluminium section/GI section. The cabinet
is airtight using self adhesive tapes and gaskets.
4. FiltersThe standard pre-ﬁlters are made of G.I/ Aluminium construction having efﬁciency 90% down to
70 micron. Depends on application the ﬁne ﬁlters of various efﬁciencies also can be provided.
5. Water TankThe water tank is made of mild steel (MS) or stainless steel (SS) with anti corrosive coating
(FRP/EPOXY) and are designed for easy access for periodic cleaning.
6. Pipe & Pipe fittingsThe Pipe and other ﬁttings like gate valve, Y-strainers, ﬂoat valve are of reputed make.
7. The Fan Motor & Drive setThe fan & motors are mounted on aluminium section/GI fabricated rails with provision of easy
belt tensioning. The complete assembly is mounted on spring/rubber vibration isolators for
smooth performance.
The fan is connected to the main casing, using ﬁre and moisture resistant ﬂexible canvas
connection, ensuring low operating noise and vibration.
The Driver pulleys are taper bushed duly balanced with proper sized ‘v’ belts.

SPRAY TYPE SCRUBBER

Model : GL-SC-SP

Technical Data:

Technical details of spray type scrubber with single blower.

S.No. CAPACITY DIMENSION(mm) FAN SIZE
CFM
L W H
5000
3500 950 1650 400
1.

STATIC PRESSURE-50 mm

RPM
905

BHP
2.93

PUMP
RATING

2.

10000

3850 1300 1850

560

645

5.31

HP
3.0 1.5 HP/1.5P
7.5
3 HP/2P

3.

15000

4100 1650 2200

710

512

7.81

7.5

3 HP/2P

4.

20000

4200 2200 2200

800

441

10.85

10

5 HP/2P

5.

25000

4400 2300 2550

900

396

6.
7.

30000
35000

4700 2400 2800
4700 2800 2800

1000

359

13.87 12.5
16.65 15

1000

355

18.99

20

5 HP/2P
5 HP/2P

8.

40000

4700 3200 2800

1000

357

22.41

20

7.5HP/2P

Accessories
Intake Louvre with bird screen.
Fan outlet dampers.
Fine Filter.
The Safety switches and indicators.

5 HP/2P

CIRCULAR INLINE FAN

Introduction

Model : GL-SC-IF

Supply and exhaust ventilation systems for various premises for external surface mounting or behind false ceiling.
MOTOR- The impeller with backward blades is powered by the single phase motor with external rotor and
overheating protection with automatic restart. The motor equipped with ball bearings for long service life
designed for at least 40000 hours. For precise features, safe operation and low noise, each impeller is
dynamically balanced while assembly. Motor protection rating IP 44.
SPEED CONTROL- Both smooth and step speed control is performed with the thyristor or auto transformer
controller. several fans can be connected to one controller in case the total power and operating
current do not exceed the rated controller values.
MOUNTING- Mounting at any stage to wall or ceiling is performed with fastening brackets supplied
with the unit. The Fan is powered by means of the external terminal box. Electric connection and
mounting shall be performed in compliance with the manual and wiring diagram on the terminal box.
DESIGN- The fan casing is made of steel with Black Polymeric coating..

CIRCULAR INLINE FAN

Dimensional Data and Construction.

GL-125
GL-150
GL-200
GL-250
GL-315
GL-315(S)

Model : GL-SC-IF

CIRCULAR INLINE FAN

Model : GL-SC-IF

Performance Chart.
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GL-315
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AXIAL FLOW FAN

Model : GL-SC-AF

Introduction

Axial Flow fans are second to none. Considering workmanship, standards and performance ratings. Each
fan is put through a rigorous inspection regimen both after manufacturing and dispatch. Available in wide
range of air delivery from 721-1240 cfm at 94-21 Pa.
The cast alloy aluminium impellers are statically and dynamicaly balanced with high efﬁciency airfoil
section blades. Available in direct\pulley driven propulsion with foot mounted TEFC motors suitable for
3 phase, 440 volts, 50 Hz AC supply.

Standard Construction:

.

1.Motor:
SpeedDriveEfﬁciencyInsulation-

.

700-2800 rpm
Direct
Class -2
Class -F

2.Casin: Made up of high grade steel
3.Impeller:Made up of Alminium Die casting process.

AXIAL FLOW FAN

Technical Data:

Fan Details:

Model : GL-SC-AF
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